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ABSTRACT Machine-type communication devices have become a vital part of the autonomous industrial
internet of things and industry 4.0. These autonomous resource-constrained devices share sensitive data,
and are primarily acquired for automation and to operate consistently in remote environments under severe
conditions. The requirements to secure the sensitive data shared between these devices consist of a resilient
encryption technique with affordable operational costs. Consequently, devices, data, and networks are
made secure by adopting a lightweight cryptosystem that should achieve robust security with sufficient
computational and communication costs and counter modern security threats. This paper offers in-depth
studies on different types and techniques of hardware and software-based lightweight cryptographies for
machine-type communication devices in machine-to-machine communication networks.

INDEX TERMS Attribute based encryption, elliptic curve cryptography, identity based encryption, Internet
of Things, lightweight cryptography, machine type communication devices, machine-to-machine communi-
cation, signcryption.

I. INTRODUCTION
Machine type communication (MTC) devices have recently
evolved to proclaim industry 4.0. The devices used, are fully
automated that support smart factory, smart workshop, smart
healthcare and surveillance systems, working endlessly, gen-
erating data and making policy based decisions, used all over
the world for certain smart and automation purposes and the
demand is expected to increase to 50 billion by 2025 [26].

These devices require the same sort of security as other
computing devices have. In some cases, even more because
of the extreme vulnerability and usage in open environments.
The best way researchers adopted to provide the demanded
security, is through lightweight cryptography since MTC
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devices cannot afford adoption of heavy cryptosystems due
to small computational and memory capabilities. Conse-
quently, lightweight cryptographic schemes are proposed for
data, devices, and networks so that strong encryption can
be afforded to improve security [33], [37]–[42]. There is
huge demand for reliant and cost-effective lightweight cryp-
tography, adoptable by such resource constrained devices in
constrained environments. It is highly efficient to improve
cryptographic security provisions in growing number of
resource constrained IoT devices rather than replacing all
devices with powerful computational capabilities.

Such MTC devices are autonomous whose sole purpose
is to automate the entire framework of IoT. The devices and
its’ operations have evolved from IoT to support the concept
of industrial revolution 4.0. It can address to same applica-
tions of IoT by offering more advancement in operations,
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automation, and adaptability. A system of such devices
makes M2M communication network where large num-
ber of resource-constrained independent devices makes an
autonomous system. These are also named as cyber-physical
systems and edge nodes [57].

This paper represents an in-depth study that is primarily
based on perception layer developments through lightweight
cryptographic approaches used in MTC devices that serves
different IoT applications, cyber-physical systems (CPS) and
M2M communication networks. These applications are char-
acterized based on the type of solutions proposed for sys-
tems in terms of applied cryptosystems, security analysis,
performance measurements and environmental factors. Then,
a comparative study is made on the lightweight solutions
offered by the schemes for resource constrained devices.

A. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION
This work introduces an extensive idea on research applied
on different types of lightweight cryptographic techniques in
perception layer of resource constrained M2M communica-
tion and IoT networks. The work further offers an overview
of strengths, weaknesses issues and challenges in several
research articles on lightweight cryptographies and suggests
expandable solutions, recommends research gaps, and high-
lights future directions (in section 3). The taxonomy further
offers a brief insight on recent lightweight developments in
resource constrained MTC and IoT devices.

B. PAPER STRUCTURE
The lightweight cryptographic types are briefly discussed in
section 2 and each subsection is presented with a summarized
table. At the end of section 2, a comparative analysis on
all mentioned types is presented along with a taxonomy.
Section 3 describes the issues and challenges found in the
mention techniques and offer a future direction on devising
a lightweight technique whereas the conclusion is discussed
at the end.

II. LIGHTWEIGHT CRYPTOGRAPHY
Primitive cryptographic techniques are modified to be cost
effective in memory and computation in delivering robust
security, is called lightweight cryptography [62]. Devel-
opment of lightweight techniques consider analyzing the
demands on hardware, computational complexity, memory
consumptions and limitations of the IoT devices and M2M
networks [5]. Lightweight cryptography is mainly adopted
due to low computational capability and lack of internal
memory in devices as the techniques do not accommodate
standard encryption primitives. However, it also faces many
challenges [66]. To address these issues and get satisfactory
security assurance inM2Mcommunication networks, various
authentication and data integrity tactics have been suggested
that mainly depend on the efficacy of the lightweight cryp-
tography in the security of IoT implementation model [67].

The lightweight cryptography must retain certain secu-
rity features to be able to provide robust security to the

resource constrained devices in M2M network. Since M2M
communication mainly depend on perception layer com-
munication thus it must address to basic security features
of perception layer such as data integrity, data confiden-
tiality, device authentication, and data availability, (briefly
described in [69]). Some advance autonomous devices such
as MTC, CPS and IIoT also work in more advanced and large
networks such as health monitoring systems, autonomous
industrial workshops, and sensitive data sensing and moni-
toring systems thus the lightweight cryptography in those net-
works must exhibit resilience against several modern security
attacks such as Man-in-the-middle (MITM), data Spoofing,
Man-at-the-End (MATE), forgery, device replication, DoS
and physical attacks (briefly described in [71]). Additionally,
the lightweight cryptography must also address vital security
features such as collusion-resistance: an attacker that holds
numerous keys can possibly have the option to get to informa-
tion if any single key grants accessibility to network, forward
secrecy: assures that encrypted keys cannot be compromised
in keeping long-term secrets despite addition of more devices
and users and backward secrecy: assures that the adversary
who knows subset of keys, cannot discover the previous keys
despite the addition and removal of new and old devices.
In case of cloud, gateway and central devices, firewall secu-
rity is also required so that unwanted access requests are
denied. Moreover, the cryptographic technique is also liable
to deliver secure communication with efficient power, com-
putation, and transmission costs (described briefly in [70]).

Additionally, there have been several lightweight
cryptographic innovations to improve security and deliver
affordable performance. These innovations target particular
hardware for specific M2M, CPS and IoT applications [72]
such as TEA and Signcryption in smaller IoT, ECC for large
M2M and IoT networks, ABE and IBC based lightweight
cryptography for particular hardware and closed IoT network
which are briefly explain the following sections.

A. ATTRIBUTE BASED ENCRYPTION (ABE)
The idea of attribute-based encryption was first proposed in
2004 [73] and later enhanced by Goyal et al. [74]. it is an
asymmetric public key cryptography where the secrecy of
the key is devised from the attributes of user and cipher-text
with access control. In such a framework, the decryption
process of a cipher-text is conceivable when the arrangement
of attributes of the user key matches the attributes of the
cipher-text. Vital securitymeasures of attribute-based encryp-
tion are collusion-resistance, forward secrecy and backward.
Moreover, there are two sorts of ABE plans: key-policy-
ABE and cipher-text-policy-ABE. In KP-ABE, user’s secrecy
of the key is dependent on an entrance tree that charac-
terizes the attributes of the concerned user whereas data is
ciphered over several random and (in some cases) deter-
mined attributes. Similarly, CP-ABE utilizes access trees to
scramble data and user’s secret key is produced from set of
attributes. CP-ABE is progressed similarly since it produces
set of known attributes as Key-Policy-ABE (KP-ABE) or as
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systems portrayed over several attributes as devices that hold
keys for same characteristics can unscramble the cipher-text.
Several lightweight approaches adopted ABE cryptography
due to attributes driven lightweight hash functions where the
hash functions mainly encrypt the entire data block through
combination of certain attributes thus removing the need to
acquire computational exhaustive models to achieve high
level of randomness in generating ciphers and keys.

1) ABE PRIMITIVE RESEARCH
Cooperative cipher-text (C-CP-ABE) approach is taken for
the attributes dependent encryption to ensure safe data
exchange through transferring the task from busy devices to
unconstrained devices by means of hand-over. CPU exhaust-
ing tasks of CP-ABE encryption are transferred to the uncon-
strained neighbor devices. Furthermore, a busy device can
also transfer substantial and expending tasks to unconstrained
neighbor devices. The primary explanation for C-CP-ABE
is to allocate calculation of CP-ABE encryption to neighbor
devices with fewer loads. Prasetyo et al. [12] exhibited a
blowfish computation applied on an FPGA device. Allocation
of calculation to FPGA is cost effective in terms of time
and computation. It diminished encryption time, produced
critical throughput, and did not influence avalanche effect.
In [25], author proposed CP-ABE and key management
arrangement that excluded suspension of assignments, ensur-
ing reusability of data. The system rejected computational
overhead by re-encryption and renaming memory locations
which devoured less memory. Yao et al. [44] proposed a
lightweight no-matching ABE method using elliptic curve
cryptography. The technique depended on ECDDH instead
of bilinear Diffie-Hellman, which decreased handling and
data transmission overheads. Nevertheless, ABE procedure
obliges a single substantial application and cannot be deliver
to pervasive M2M communication network-based applica-
tions. Authors in [55] proposed an ECC in Spartan3E (FPGA)
by embedding Elgamal hash function for inspection. The
exploration constrained FPGA devices brought about other
ECC based encryptions in utilizing less memory and compu-
tation. Touati [58] utilized Batch-Based CP-ABE algorithm
with quality revocations and introduced another strategy to
diminish complexity and overhead by utilizing time-slots
without requiring extra nodes. The time is separated into
pieces of a comparative length called timeslots (in millisec-
onds) and access changes happen between two runtime times-
lots. Besides, the proposed strategy require synchronization
between all functional devices within the network. Touati [7]
proposed KP-ABE strategy that used computational expense
and memory limit of cloud servers during the authenti-
cated of devices for data transmission. Oualha [10] proposed
CP-ABE technique by using practical pre-calculation frame-
works. The crucial idea was driving pre-calculation method-
ologies, is to store cache of set pairs with high cryptographic
calculations. In addition, such pre-calculation frameworks
were reliant on the generator functions that decreased the
cost of CP-ABE encryption and used less calculation than

the original scheme. In [18], authors displayed investiga-
tion of lightweight asymmetric encryption known as AAβ
(AA-Beta) that obtained an exponential upgrade in compu-
tational expense during encryption and decryption of large
2048-bit prime numbers. In [65], Authors proposed the
outsider (third party) based multi-key exchange technique
and utilized ECC based cryptosystem. The strategy demon-
strated security against five attacks i.e. replay, eavesdropper,
disguised-node impersonation, and forgery attack. [68] pre-
sented constant size ciphertexts and secret keys (CSCTSK)
scheme, favoring constant size ciphertexts and keys through
AND-gate framework. The scheme successfully countered
chosen ciphertext attacks. [70] presented a pairing-free access
control scheme (PF-CPABE) by utilizing scalar multiplica-
tion on elliptic curves instead of bilinear-pairing. It resulted in
reducing users overhead through directly revokable key dis-
tribution by system. Additionally, Table 1 provides summary
of ABE based lightweight techniques in terms of achieve-
ments and weaknesses. It is notable that the mentioned tech-
niques were primarily adopted to improve computational
costs. However, there is less stress on security provisions to
counter modern attacks on CPS and MTC devices.

B. IDENTITY-BASED CRYPTOGRAPHY (IBC)
Identity-based cryptography (IBC) also known as identity-
based encryption (IBE), is a vital primitive of identity cen-
tered cryptography. It is a public key cryptography (PKC)
where user’s public key is constructed based on some unique
information about user’s identity. It implies that a sender, who
has been granted access to the public network, can cipher a
text using the text-value of the receiver’s identity information
as a key. The receiver attains the deciphering key pattern
from a central authority (server) that is trusted as it produces
secret keys for each user. The center authority can be a central
database or a public key generator (PKG). Many lightweight
schemes adopted such cryptographic technique as most com-
putational exhaustive encryption tasks are handled over to a
powerful central authority for execution.

1) IBC BASED RESEARCH IN LIGHTWEIGHT CRYPTOGRAPHY
IBC was initiation of identity-based cryptography which
relied on signatures that remained a problematic area for
years. The pairing-based Boneh–Franklin scheme [3] and
Cocks’ encryption scheme [11] depended on quadratic
residues, both tackled the IBE issues. Identity based frame-
works enable every party of produced public keys from a
standard identity value such as an ASCII string. In broadcast
encryption [75], the amount of content could be shared and
unscrambled by numerous receivers. However, An effective
broadcast encryption scheme that has a short amount of
content and a short private key with high collusion resis-
tance, was presented by Boneh et al. Additionally, iden-
tity based broadcast encryption was presented independently
by Delerablée [76] and Sakai and Furukawa [77]. Gen-
try and Waters [21] presented the first adaptively secure
Identity-based broadcast encryption (IBBE) scheme where a
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TABLE 1. Summary of the mentioned ABE based lightweight techniques.

semi-static secure scheme adopted fixed ciphered-texts and
private keys size. In a recent progression, Kim et al. [20]
improved the proficiency of IBBE scheme by evacuating tags
and streamlining the security verification. Additionally, IBBE
schemes were developed to help further develop usefulness of
anonymity in identity-based broadcast encryption with revo-
cation (AIBBER), a novel cryptographic concept known for
cloud servers to revoke users’ identities without decryption
and to achieve full anonymity in complex functions such as
ABE [19]. It was first introduced by [74] that had no user
anonymity. The out-sourced unscrambling [61] improved the
productivity of a general framework by utilizing an out-
sider decoding computations without uncovering themystery.
After a fundamental presentation from Green at al [78], out-
sourced unscrambling is effectively researched for public
key encryption for attribute-based encryption. Additionally,
Table 2 summaries the overall adoption purposes of IBC
schemes, mentioned in this section. It can be elaborated
that the IBC schemes mainly targeted user anonymity by
involving several attributes of user and to balance the com-
putational overheads, third-party’s computational capabili-
ties were used. However, third-party association in secure

networks is still a challenging issue as it is a demanding target
for adversaries.

C. ELLIPTIC CURVE BASED LIGHTWEIGHT
CRYPTOGRAPHY (ECC)
Elliptic curve cryptography is one of the most famous type of
lightweight and strong cryptographies used in IoT networks
due to less memory consumption. ECC in a Gaussian field
G, is a one-way function as its’ inverse is incomputable.
An elliptic curve having a field Fp (a, b) |p > 3 and a
prime number. P represents a set of points p(x, y) where
(x, yEFp(a, b)) that satisfies equation y2 = x3ax + b mod
(p) for 0 <= x <= p. The ECC security strength depends
on computing a scaler or fixed-point multiplication as size of
the curve governs the computational costs. Moreover, ANSI
X9.63 and IEEE P1363 provides the PKC standard for ECC
based cryptography. These standards offer randomness and
security per-bit compared to the recent PKC such as RSA
and AES. The applications of ECC are found in several
resource constrained IoT environments where autonomous
devices are deployed. There are two main arithmetic oper-
ations involved: point addition and point double during
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TABLE 2. Summary of mentioned IBC based lightweight techniques.

multiplication. Point addition refers to the addition of two
points on curve. In many techniques the double-and-add
algorithm or one of its variants are used to create random
pattern of points on curve. Furthermore, Elliptic CurveDiffie-
Hellman (ECDH), Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDDH),
Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP), Ellip-
tic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES), Elliptic
Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA), Edwards-
curve Digital Signature Algorithm (EdDSA), Elliptic Curve
Menezes-Qu-Vanstone (ECMQV) are famous flavors of
ECC, as shown in Figure 1. Similarly, there are several
types of curves used for different types of security pro-
visions and curve performances. M-221, E-222, NISTP-
224, Curve1174, Curve25519, BN (2,254), brainpoolP256t1,
ANSSI FRP256v1, NIST P-256, secp256k1, E-382, M-383,
Curve383187, brainpoolP384t1, NIST P-384, Curve41417,
Ed448-Goldilocks, M-511 and E-521 are some of the famous
curves used. The ECC is adopted in numerous lightweight
schemes due to robust keys with minimum size. Private or
public keys used in traditional encryption techniques such
as RSA, AES and Elgamal are of heavy sizes. On the con-
trary, the ECC based keys generation is comparatively very
affordable that offers the same level of key strength required
in heavy encryption and decryption processes.

1) ELLIPTIC CURVE BASED LIGHTWEIGHT CRYPTOGRAPHY
IN RESOURCE CONSTRAINED IoT DEVICES
Though there have been numerous developments in ECC,
this article covered the schemes that targeted resource con-
strained devices in constrained M2M networks. [14] Imple-
mented ECDH key exchange applying one fixed-basepoint
and one variable point scalar multiplication on AVRATmega,
MSP430X and ARM Cortex M0 microcontrollers using
curve25519. The curve25519 supports 255-bit curve band-
width whereas the previous standard curves (NIST P-256
and NIST K233) supported 128-bit only. The difference in

FIGURE 1. Lightweight elliptic curve cryptographic curve classification.

curve bandwidth improves the robustness of curve25519 and
the cost of cycles by 18%. Previous works [24], [79]–[85]
used same microcontrollers with mixed adoption of curves.
The computational cost analysis is based on the type of
curve and microcontroller they used. The clock cycles con-
sumed, indicate that these resource constrained computing
capable microcontrollers handled encryption computational
tasks in affordable time and memory. However, the previ-
ous works avoided undisclosed data-dependent branches as
well as secretly indexed the memory access to safeguard
against timing attacks but could not fully counter side channel
and horizontal attacks. [56] also implemented curve25519
targeted for ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller using ECC
based a digital signature (qDSA). [27] proposed mutual
authentication scheme between a user, device and a gate-
way. [29] worked on devising a sophisticated IoT framework
for achieving optimum security in a three-layer architecture
with ECC based cryptographic key generation on random
time points using ECG of the patients by calculating val-
ues of two crusts with the combination of Fibonacci lin-
ear feedback shift register for purpose of generating keys.
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FIGURE 2. Signcryption ciphering process.

Several implementations of ECC used AVR Atmega aiming
at low security levels (80-96 bits). Whereas TinyECC library
applied ECDSA, ECDH, and ECIES on 128, 160 and 192-bit
respectively, using SECG curves [86]. Nano ECC used the
NIST K-163 curve [87]. In addition, recent ECC applications
in AVR Atmega applied comparatively low-level security
curves. Liu et al. [48] stated a novel milestones for ECC on
NIST P-192 curve for speedy calculations. Similarly, twisted
Edwards curves presented in [28], applied 80-bit and 96-bit
security levels for performance enhanced implementation of
ECC. Additionally, Table 3 provides summery of the men-
tioned ECC schemes in this section. Variety of schemes cover
many aspects of ECC functionality. It can be elaborated that
ECC has advanced in the scope and ability, to achieve a
comprehensive lightweight cryptographic scheme that can
counter extreme modern attacks.

D. SIGNCRYPTION
It is a PKI based lightweight cryptographic primitive con-
currently perform the functions of both digital signature
and encryption which are two central cryptographic tools
that can assure achievement of confidentiality, integrity, and
non-repudiation using less computational and communica-
tion power thus it is considered a lightweight encryption
technique [17]. Signcryption based novel cryptographic tech-
nique satisfies the functionalities of digital signature and
encryption in a singular logical step. In customary public
key cryptography, the document is first digitally signed then
encrypted the signed document for transmission over a public
network. Moreover, signature-then-encryption accomplishes
the procedure of the two, data encryption and authentica-
tion. However, it has two disadvantages of less efficiency
and expensive computation as it diminishes computational
expense when contrasted with signature-then-encryption
scheme. Moreover, it contains two essential security prop-
erties (Integrity and confidentiality) in any signcryption
scheme. Forward secrecy and public key verification are
additional features that are adopted by signcryption relying
on the necessities.

1) PRIMITIVE RESEARCH ON SIGNCRYPTION SCHEMES
Authors in [88], introduced several signcryption schemes
where each design had its own advantages and downsides.
Whereas, in recent developments, authors in [17] presented

a techniques equipped wih indistinguishability and unforge-
ability to counter adaptive chosen cipher text attacks against
a possible adaptive massage access code (MAC) attack under
hyperelliptic curve decisional Diffie Hellman (HEDHP) and
hyperelliptic curve discrete logarithm (HECDLP) problem
which is implemented in the random oracle model (ROM).
Similarly, authors in [52] offered an efficient cloud driven
secure data sharing scheme. The scheme is supervised by
an administrator who transfers all rights of signcryption to
a proxy-agents where the agent generated signcryption based
encrypted data on the behalf of the administrator. The proxy
agent then uploads that encrypted data to the cloud server
where authorized users can download and decrypt it. Guo
and Deng [59] presented an efficient lightweight scheme in
terms of computation cost. Both schemes use ECC based
private key generation for secure signatures. The devices with
limited computational resources handled lightweight encryp-
tion process at the cloud server. Horng et al. [30] proposed
a productive endorsement less collective signature scheme
for vehicular sensor networks (VSN). The proposed scheme
accomplished the contingent privacy preservation and secu-
rity against existential forgery on adaptively chosen plaintext
attacks. F. Li et al. [60] recommended a heterogeneous ring
signcryption technique for secure network. The encryption is
between a busy device and a server over the public network.
The work exhibited in [32], [89], [90], referred to firewall
for ongoing authentication protocols and their applications,
is a security system that screens the network traffic that
depended on certain policies. However, only a few schemes
are appropriate for firewalls due to disadvantages and restric-
tions in every scheme. [32] Proposed lightweight scheme
for authentication of two-hop central wireless body area net-
work (WBAN) that provided unidentified and unlink-able
variables to wearable sensor devices and achieved mutual
authentication between wearable sensors devices and end-
nodes. Additionally, the scheme executed hash and XOR
operations only. Iqbal et al. Furthermore, [34] presented
another productive signcryption scheme based on elliptic
curve for firewalls guaranteeing that the scheme is secure and
none can copy the message access code (MAC). In recent
years, [33] analysis showed that the plan proposed in [34] was
not verified and had numerous security defects. Thework pre-
sented the signcryption scheme introduced by [33] improved
the work of [34] by achieving more basic security features
and improved the scheme by using EDLP based certificate in
asymmetric cryptosystem. Additionally, Table 4 summaries
features in signcryption scheme mentioned in this section.
It can be said that the signcryption based schemes still try
to improve computational cost to secure signatures. There
are variety of adopted to deliver optimal solution to avoid
signature vulnerability in signcryption.

E. TEA (TINY ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM)
TEA is one of the most effective lightweight techniques in
connected devices in M2M and IoT networks in contrast to
other lightweight encryption techniques. A portion of the
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TABLE 3. Summary of mentioned ECC based lightweight techniques.

TABLE 4. Summary of mentioned signcryption based lightwieght techniques.

fascinating highlights of TEA is the simplicity of usage, non-
appearance of specific standards, great execution and short
enough to incorporate into any machine type communication
(MTC) device. The principle focal point of TEA is to mini-
mize memory utilization and expand speed.

1) TEA IMPLEMENTATION IN IoT
Abdelhalim et al. [9] proposed the Modified version of
TEA (MTEA), which increased the security and power
utilization. The linear feedback shift register (LFSR) is

operated in a pseudo-random number generator to increase
the security of the TEA and decrease energy consump-
tion. Zhdanov and Sokolov proposed an algorithm [15]
depending on the standards of many esteemed logic and
variable block length techniques. The encryption procedure
was performed iteratively in five sequences. Furthermore,
lightweight encryption algorithm (LEA) is a block encryption
algorithm [23] that was intended to offer confidentiality in
lightweight condition in cell phones. Abdullah et al. [45] pro-
posed a super-encryption cryptography with word auto key
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encryption (WAKE) calculation and international data
encryption algorithm (IDEA).The DES algorithm did not
permit adaptability in Feistel structure and henceforth did
not bolster any adjustments in it, as discussed in [37].
Dian Rachmawati et al. [38] proposed an algorithm that used
a joined asymmetric and symmetric encryption for secure
record move. The security of the document was adopted
in consideration by the symmetric algorithm ‘‘TEA’’ and
security of the key by the asymmetric algorithm LUC, which
depended on LUCAS function. Novelan et al. [36] built up
an SMS security framework for cell phone devices in uti-
lizing TEA. [37] Proposed new tiny symmetric encryption
algorithm (NTSA) that provided improved security for the
transmission of text files through the IoT network by intro-
ducing supplementary dynamical key confusions for every
round of encryption. In addition, Table 5 shows summery
of TEA based schemes mentioned in this section. It can be
concluded that TEA delivered comparatively better compu-
tational performance. However, the scope is very limited to
certain applications only. Furthermore, it can be elaborated
from the table that TEA based schemes do not provide robust
security in general environment and cannot withstandmodern
security attacks.

F. A LIGHTWEIGHT BLOCK CIPHER (PRESENT)
It is a lightweight block cipher designed by [91]. The process
is renowned for its 2.5x size compaction compared to advance
encryption system (AES). The block size is fixed at 64-bit
while key size can be 80 to 128-bits. The non-linear layer
relies on a single 4-bit substitution box, primarily planned
with the intent of hardware optimization. It is also defined as
a new standard for lightweight cryptographic technique to be
used for hardware chip efficiency and low-power consump-
tion [92] e.g. FPGA. The comparative parameters are to use
affordable slices and throughput with minimal energy usage
at achievable high frequencies.

1) PRIMITIVE RESEARCH ON PRESENT SCHEMES
In [93], [94], and [95], authors worked on configuration
of space investigation on FPGA devices for encryption and
decryption activities in Spartan- FPGA based co-processor
which was used in the encryption and decryption activities
that required a sum of slices for 128-bit key lengths, sep-
arately. The authors used a storage-mode (ST) architecture
with variable keys with on-the-fly (OTF) architecture to com-
pute medium size keys to deliver good performing during
ciphering [2]. Similarly, authors utilized two alternative mod-
els to generate the round keys required by the acquired algo-
rithm. A 16-bit data-path with 128-bit key scheduling was
offered to reduce latency and energy cost [13] which com-
bines ciphering processes by using 80- and-128 bit keys for
64-bit data cipher. The design of the model was implemented
by utilizingVerilog-HDL onXilinx 14.7 platform [43].More-
over, Two diverse RAM based executions of the design is
discussed in [54]. In the primary execution, the substitution
box of the block was added into the FPGA slices. In the

subsequent execution, it was further pushed into the
RAM. [47] presented similar execution of the PRESENTwith
8-bits data which can be identified with encryption process
only. The technique used Xilinx Virtex-5 device and stretched
the latency and throughput at high frequency of 236.574Mhz.
Another execution utilizing a 64-bit data-path, was applied
in [1] that expended the slices of Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA
device. Similar data block framework was orchestrated with
respect to slice region of the Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA device
by [22] with inertness of clocks, most extreme frequency and
throughput. Nevertheless, as indicated by the authors, decryp-
tion activity is somewhat unpredictable in contrast to the
encryption activity. In association with one of the executions
in which both encryption and decryption activities were han-
dled In [93], accepted that in the last round, the key is accessi-
ble at the beginning of the decryption activity. They explained
that the key is static in nature all through the entirety of the
encryption and decryption activities for all the data blocks.
Wenling Wu and Lei Zhang [96] built up L-Block scheme
for lightweight applications through PRESENT. In another
execution by [22], the setting was set such that the decryption
activity required practically the same region as of encryp-
tion, when actualized independently. In the accompanying
segment, a coordinated encryption and decryption plan was
proposed and depicted in [46], where the author performed
an integrated encryption and decryption process for different
key sizes. Additionally, Table 6 presents summary of themen-
tioned lightweight PRESENT cryptographic schemes. The
higher frequencies result in larger block sizes and through-
put but consumed more energy. Similarly, Larger number of
slices consumes less energy with high throughput. However,
devices with large slices are expensive that increase opera-
tional costs of such schemes.

G. HYBRID LIGHTWEIGHT ENCRYPTION SCHEMES
Such lightweight encryption schemes are devised for domain
specific IoT and M2M business applications. There are
combinations of attributes used to devise extremely ran-
dom ciphers and keys to deliver efficient performance costs.
Research adopted random features to distinguish devices
identities and mixed with private keys which are then fed
to standard or non-standard lightweight hash functions to
achieve maximum cost efficiency with high security.

Hossain et al. [49] proposed a security system that ensured
user authorization and guaranteed access to resources and
networks. The security structure approved a user dependent
Open-ID standard. Elhoseny et al. [50] proposed a half
breed encryption design made from combination of AES
and RSA calculations. The model started by encoding the
secret data then disguised the result in a dispersed image
using 2D-DWT-1L and 2D-DWT-2L. In [51], authors pro-
posed another FSFIBE methodology to guarantee integrate
data transmission in M2M networks. Hence the framework
was made secure without arbitrary changes. Furthermore,
FSFIBE strategy provided the property of error resilience.
In [53], authors proposed a technique that used spatial and
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TABLE 5. Summary of mentioned TEA based lightweight techniques.

TABLE 6. Summary of present based lightweight schemes.

time slots of the user comprising processes as two con-
stituents of authentication along unique ID procurement
to adjust the security provisions and verification in M2M
communications network. In [31], authors proposed a strat-
egy for privacy safeguarding and gateway aided authoriza-
tion of data in smart grids in terms of power usage. They
used bloom filter and homomorphic ciphers utilized in dis-
tributed smart-meters to gateway in smart-homes. Authors

in [97] presented a privacy saving and effective data recov-
ery plan over hybrid cloud. The plan obtained prominent
Map-Reduce system using information segment technique,
which is free of explicit applications. Kitsos et.al [16] pro-
posed a hardware-based execution inspection of lightweight
block encryption algorithms. It reviewed about the ciphers,
which are reasonable for radio frequency identification secu-
rity applications. Ding et.al [6] proposed another lightweight
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TABLE 7. Summary of mentioned hybrid lightweight techniques.

stream cipher family surely understood as Welch-Gong takes
an 80-bit secret key and beginning vector of 80 bits as
inputs. There exist Key-IV sets to produce keystreams. Addi-
tionally, Table 7 summarizes the study related to hybrid
lightweight cryptosystem-based schemes, mentioned in this
section. Hybrid techniques can well define a comprehensive
general lightweight scheme which is why several methods
have been used to improve computational performance and
security. However, these techniques mainly focus on secu-
rity provisions without consideration for affordable compu-
tational and memory costs for resource constrained devices.

In contrast of section 2, Table 8 represents comparative
study of overall schemes in terms of features, cryptosys-
tems, security measures and achieved milestone, mentioned
in this paper. ABE based schemes offer good computational
performance as asymmetric cryptography is utilized. These
schemes are best suited in access control driven IoT appli-
cations that can achieve efficient computation in resource
constrainedM2M networks. However, the security analysis is
often limited to specific scenarios and can only address basic
security features. The IBC based schemes involved advanced
techniques in asymmetric cryptography through dynamic
third-party and dynamic private keys where third-party is
used to offload and execute heavy computational tasks to
improve overall efficiency in IoT network. However, securing
the third-party is an extra task of the network. A DBMS
based third-party is always vulnerable to database related
attacks. Moreover, servers that offer assistance in challenging
computation, are assumed to not suffer from modern attacks.
On the other hand, ECC based schemes offer robustness
and cost efficiency by involving third-party to offload heavy

computation, asymmetric cryptography and countering mod-
ern security attacks in resource constrained IoT networks.
Few schemes alsomixed ECCwith hybrid attributes to ensure
adaptability and robust encryption. However, the scope is lim-
ited to specific applications and the computational efficiency
can only be guaranteed if right bilinear-pairing and scaler
multiplication processes are adopted. Additionally, schemes
based on signcryption are lightweight with limited scope,
yet are computationally very efficient and flexible for small
and closed intranet network of IoT and M2M communica-
tion networks. The processes are entirely dependent on the
type of encryption technique is adopted whereas certificates
can be from any hybrid entity. Application specific TEA
and PRESENT encryption techniques are chosen for limited
chip encryption, mostly involving FPGA and SoC (System
on Chip) devices. These techniques accommodate hardware-
based encryption without any firmware effort hance save
memory and computational power at the expense of high
energy consumption. However, the scope is extremely lim-
ited to FPGA and SoC based hardware manufacturers. The
hybrid schemes provide vast variety of techniques. Simi-
larly, the public and private keys are defined from a vari-
ety of user and device attributes. Consequently, the hybrid
lightweight schemes achieved tough security, cost-effective
performance, and affordable energy consumption. However,
hybrid schemes have high limitations in application-based
schemes. There are few schemes which are adaptive to other
application environments.

Additionally, based on Table 8, Figure 6 presents taxonomy
of lightweight cryptographic types and techniques used in
M2Mand IoT networks. The taxonomy can help a novel study
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TABLE 8. Analysis of overall mentioned lightweight schemes.

on lightweight cryptography to get a basic idea of current
popular techniques being used including the main challenges
in particular field.

III. CHALLENGES
This section emphasizes on issues, challenges and open
research areas related to lightweight cryptographic tech-
niques presented in this article. The discussed numerous
lightweight cryptographic techniques utilized for resource
constrained MTC devices in this paper, summarized several
types of techniques utilized in different approaches to address
lightweight algorithms for general and specific applications.
However, most of the discussed lightweight cryptographic
schemes lack in providing either robust security against mod-
ern attacks or do not possess the capability to be applied on
resource constrained CPS, IoT andMTC device. Issues found
in mentioned schemes in this article are mentioned in the
following,

A. ISSUES
The challenges are addressed in the following:

1) Though ABE schemes provide efficient computation
during encryption but lack in resilient security against
modern attacks. A scheme that incorporates resilient

security in ABE schemes could highly improve the
impact of ABE in resource constrained MTC devices
and CPS.

2) The cryptographic applications examined in this paper
aid to exhibit the overall performance of several
lightweight cryptographic schemes. Consequently, it is
vital to adopt a novel solution and propose a gen-
eral standardized cryptographic model, that should
be comparatively analyzed with the current ones.
The standardized cryptography could help in quality
improvement of the research in lightweight cryptogra-
phies for M2M communication networks’ flexibil-
ity due to fewer system resources [98]. This also
points to the importance of limited security metrics.
To the best of our knowledge, no security metric can
accurately estimate cryptographic security efficiency
whereas encryption is subjected to decoding which
is intended to break the encoded MAC by series of
attacks. However, current lightweight security schemes
need improvements in analyzing security against newly
devised attacks.

3) In Current PKI systems, that include ECC, Hybrid,
TEA and Signcryption; private keys are typically cre-
ated on the user’s end that causes issue of implicit
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FIGURE 3. Taxonomy of lightweight cryptographic approaches in M2M communication.

key escrow. While several different schemes proposed
removal of key escrow including secure keys, secret
sharing, certificate-based and certificate-less cryptog-
raphy. However, many attempted to shift to dynamic
keys which typically result in exhaustive memory and
computational. Thus, a novel efficient way of private
key escrow is very challenging.

4) A resource-constrained device’s security level is flexi-
ble due to fewer system resources [98]. This points to
the importance of limited security metrics. To the best
of our knowledge, no security metric can accurately
estimate cryptographic security efficiency whereas
encryption is subjected to decoding which is intended
to break the encoded MAC by series of attacks.
However, current lightweight security schemes need
improvements in analyzing security against newly
devised attacks.
In Current PKI systems, that include ECC, Hybrid,
TEA and Signcryption; private keys are typically

created on the user’s end that causes issue of implicit
key escrow. While several different schemes proposed
removal of key escrow including secure keys, secret
sharing, certificate-based and certificate-less cryptog-
raphy. However, many attempted to alter to dynamic
keys that typically resulted in exhaustive memory and
computation.

Thus, a faster and more secure adoption of private key
escrow is very challenging.

B. OPPORTUNITIES
Lightweight cryptography development is utmost needed in
current market of IoT and M2M communication. The men-
tioned study of several lightweight techniques offers several
deliverable opportunities and future directions to enhance
performance, cost and to ensure further robustness of security.
The research opportunities are the following,

1) Identity-based, ECC and TEA schemes have indistin-
guishable problems in operations. Such as if A and
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B use a secure system to send messages. Since the
data required to discover A’s public-key, is calculated
by A’s ID and shared public key. It is impossible to
cancel A’s identifications and produce new identifica-
tions without changing A’s ID or the shared public key
and creating new private keys to B and other users.
Thus, a network-based key that portrays statistically
undiscoverable attributes of network is a challenging
yet adaptive opportunity. Network-based key refers to a
shared public key that changes over certain timestamps.
This type of change should be decodable for all the con-
nected devices. Similarly, network-based key should
also produce a large random unique number once it
coincides with device’s private keys. Thus the entire
network will use two keys only for encrypted message
transmission which can vastly decrease memory use
and generating more dynamic keys for strong security.

2) The key size and block size plays vital role in the
improvement of lightweight cryptographic schemes for
resource constrained devices. Increase in the key size
results increase in ciphertext hence it increases require-
ment of intense computational power. Similar can be
said for the block ciphers. Thus, balancing security and
efficiency becomes a challenge. Numerous counter-
measures are implemented to prevent modern attacks
but new attacks can overwhelm the implemented mea-
sures in preventing known attacks [99]. In this regard,
the encryption capability is greatly needed that can
show comprehensive resilience against all modern
attacks efficiently. Additionally, TEA, XTEA and other
similar less computational costly techniques can be
introduced to decrease key sizes which can further
decease the overall block sizes of ciphered texts. The
challenge lies in designing very strong keys that should
withstand several heavy statistical attacks.

3) Since signcryption offers data confidentiality includ-
ing authentication and data integrity with efficient
performance thus there is a steep gap of engaging
signcryption in mainstream security provision in indus-
trial internet of things (IIoTs) and autonomous MTC
devices as signcryption is mostly neglected to provide
vigorous security in more generalized IoT applications.
Devices in IIoTs can use signcryption certificates as
private keys. Then these certificates could be used to
verify an IoT device itself. This type of self-verification
technique can decrease computational overhead of each
IoT device and consequently improve performance of
the entire network.

4) If PKG (Private Key generator); used in ECC, IBE
Signcryption and Hybrid cryptosystems) is compro-
mised, data protected over the period of keypair
(public/private) used by the third party, will also be
compromised. It marks PKG a high value target to
attackers. Thus, the third-party private-key generators
can be made more robust using strong ECC curves for
security improvements.

5) Implementation of simulated schemes in Signcryption,
XTEA and ECC with inclusion of mutual authenti-
cation and then comparing the performance, cost and
power analysis can offer thorough understanding of
encryption robustness and communication cost effi-
ciency. The presented lightweight schemes focused
mainly on encryption. However, involving mutual
authentication process between the sender and receiver
device will further improve security with minimal cost.

IV. CONCLUSION
A comprehensive study is presented on lightweight crypto-
graphic schemes for resource constrained autonomous MTC
devices in M2M communication networks. The study cov-
ered a wide range of different types of lightweight crypto-
graphic techniques implemented to achieve strong security,
resourcefulness, efficient performance, and adaptability for
different IoT applications.Moreover, each type of lightweight
cryptography offers study on similar recent schemes and
provides a comparative study in related Tables. The study also
presented an overall summarized analysis of different types of
schemes mentioned in this paper in terms of related security
and performance features that a lightweight cryptographic
scheme requires, as shown in Table 8. Additionally, a tax-
onomy of lightweight cryptography in M2M communication
is presented in Figure 3. Furthermore, the article discusses
several issues commonly found in the covered lightweight
cryptography studies and offers adaptable solutions for future
developments.
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